We are hiring. Join us to work on tomorrow’s technology – Now!
Job Description of “Manager - Web development”
Summary: Looking for a professional with passion for developing products for global market who can take
ownership of the product chain and ensure high quality deliveries consistently. Individuals who are not only
technically hands-on but also passionate about leading a team of web developers. The responsibilities include
overseeing new feature development from conception to implementation, designing and developing web
architecture, and providing guidance on technical issues. The desired candidates should possess excellent leadership
qualities who can build up a young team of developers and mentor them. Need to have excellent organizational
skills with an eye for details and evangelizer of good SLDC processes.

Key Result Areas:







Has proven track record of creating enterprise cloud based SaaS architecture (AWS/Azure will be desirable).
Should be able to develop efficient dev ops processes.
Providing technical guidance and mentoring team members to become better professionals.
Has good insight into scalability issues.
Ensures all SDLC processes are followed for predictable delivery.
Having an exposure to automation or media domain will be a big plus.

Technical skills:








Expertise with web stacks like PHP, MySQL, JS (ES6), HTML/CSS.
Having knowledge of NodeJS and ExpressJS is a big plus.
Good knowledge of SDLC process includes creation of SRS, UML design, understanding of design patterns.
Has good knowledge of dev-ops for web applications.
Having exposure to AWS cloud (S3, Dynamic scaling, Serverless application development RDS etc.) will be highly
desirable.
Ability to create detailed project plan and estimation.
Have knowledge of AGILE/SCRUM project management tools.

Non-Technical skills:




Excellent writing and verbal skills.
Can interact with external stakeholders.
Has experience of leading team of developers at least for 3 years.

Has an overall experience of at least 6+ years in software application domain.

